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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Welcome to the final newsletter for this year which is full of inspiring
stories and photos celebrating College life. Congratulations to all
the students and staff who have excelled in so many diverse areas.
A highlight for me at the end of last term was to accompany the
group of staff and students who visited Japan as part of the 26th
Hobart College delegation to Kagawa Prefecture, Shikoku. We
shared many amazing experiences as we immersed ourselves into
Japanese life and culture.
Term 4 is very short and our focus is on helping students achieve
the goals they set for themselves at the start of the year. All the
hard work and preparation from during the year comes together
over the next few weeks as students undertaking pre-tertiary
subjects are preparing for folios, practical performances and end
of year examinations whilst students on vocational pathways
complete the requirements for their certificate programs.
Students will also be discussing their internal assessments in all subjects with their teachers over the next two
weeks. There are many opportunities for extra assistance through the tutorial and Home Group programs, our
library staff and the Student Services team, so please encourage the young person in your care to make the most
of all the support available to them.
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Good luck to all students for the rest of this year and I look forward to seeing you at the Theatre Performance
3 production of Great Expectations and the annual Art Exhibition.
Tracy Siedler
Principal

TOGETHER WE INSPIRE AWARDS

L to R: Greg Kidd, Lachlan Court, Jaclyn Jolly and Wendy Irvine.

The Department of Education Together We Inspire
Awards 2018 recognise the exceptional achievement and
contribution of staff in a range of areas whilst reflecting
the Department’s core goals and values of Aspiration,
Respect, Courage and Growth. This year Hobart
College has finalists nominated in three categories.
Congratulations to finalist for the Volunteer of the
Year Award, Greg Kidd from the Sustainability Learning
Centre, Jaclyn Jolly and Wendy Irvine (Home Group
Wellbeing Program), finalists for the Wellbeing Award
and Lachlan Court, finalist for the Engaging Our Learners
(Secondary 7-12) Award.
The awards ceremony will be held on Thursday,
18 October at the Country Club Tasmania.

ROCK AND WATER

Each year in September Hobart College hosts a
Statewide Rock and Water program. The successful
workshop this year had participants from schools in
Hobart, Launceston, Burnie and Rosedale to mention
a few. The three day program is conducted by
Master Instructor Brian Hayes and all participants
were totally absorbed in the program due to
Brian’s personable manner, his passion, and
his understanding of the challenges young
people face. Building blocks of the Rock and
Water program are self-control, self-reflection
and self-confidence. Other areas include intuition, body language and mental strength. Rock and
Water provided us with the knowledge to establish a solid connection with who we are, using
physical, psycho-social exercises. The program aims to develop a greater sense of empathy for
others, in particular, how not to lose your sense of self in another, to be able to connect and
communicate deeply with others, whilst being powerful enough to make your own choices in life.

YOUNG ARCHIES PORTRAIT PRIZE WINNER

For the sixth time in the past eight years,
Hobart College is thrilled to announce that
they are, once again, winners of the DoE’s
Young Archies portrait competition. The
participants are required to know their
subject personally and are encouraged to
write a personal statement about their
connection. Maia Medhurst submitted
a stunningly realistic, but enigmatic,
self-portrait and won the year 11/12
division. In contrast, Juliette TabbernalHern’s explosive Neo-Fauvist rendering
of a close friend was Highly Commended.
The tradition of excellence continues.

EVATT TROPHY FINALISTS

Congratulations to the Hobart College team of Bryher
McKeown, Paul Bobenhausen and Barney Russell who
took out third place in the Evatt Trophy final held at
Parliament House on Saturday, August 18. Bryher and
Paul won their way into the final and Barney took over
from Paul to take third place. Two other Hobart College
teams participated in the Regional round on August
11: Lana Eastaugh and Lilith Cole and Megan Boot and
Mitchell Hughes. The competition takes the form of a
mock session of the United Nations
Security Council where teams of two
students debate, amend and vote
on a prepared resolution from the
perspective of their assigned nation.
Bryher was named Best Speaker at
the final and she and Barney were
named in the State team to compete
in the National Final. Unfortunately
Bryher is unavailable for the final.

L to R: Paul Bobenhausen, Lilith Cole, Bryher McKeown,
Lana Eastaugh and Barney Russell.

TASMANIAN TRAINING AWARDS

Congratulations to Hobart College students, Emma
Webb and Isabel Roberts, finalists in the VET in
Schools and School-based Apprentice/Trainee
section of the Tasmanian Training Awards celebrating
excellence in vocational education and training.
Emma was nominated for her work in Certificate III
in Health Services Assistance and Isabel as a Schoolbased Apprentice/Trainee in the same area. Held on
7 September at Wrest Point Convention Centre,
Emma and Isabel were joined by teacher, Matt Eyles.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
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Dr Dejan Stojanovic from ANU visited the Environmental Science class to talk about rainbow lorikeets and
their invasive threat to the critically endangered swift parrots. The interaction of these two species in our own
backyard, is particularly special and a very good example for the Environmental Science course of how invasive
species add another threat to many species that are already stressed and low in numbers.
Hobart College, with Dejan and a number of other organisations initiated a program in 2017 – “Fair Go For
Swifties” – to help reduce the threat as rainbow lorikeets are breeding very successfully in the Kingston area.
This program is now live and approximately fifty nesting boxes are being monitored by citizen scientists in the
Kingborough Council area.
The Forest Education Foundation in conjunction with Sustainable Timbers Tasmania showed the class a working
cable logging site outside Geeveston. The class also studied different forest types and plantations as well as the
process of seed preparation (collecting, drying, quality control and germination success) that is integral when
sustainably managing forestry so that every tree cut down is reseeded or replanted.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN CHEMISTRY INSTITUTE TITRATION COMPETITION

Sophia Hand and Venus Palmer-Bock.
William Kuplis and Vishal Verma.

This year, on August 9 and 10, Hobart College gave six teams of
keen science students the opportunity to compete in the Royal
Australian Chemical Institute (RACI) Titration Competition held
at the University of Tasmania campus. In the competition students
used quantitative laboratory techniques to find the concentration
of an unknown sample, and prizes were awarded for accuracy. We
are very pleased to congratulate Raphael Stroecker, Marcus Bessel,
Mark Stack and William Kuplis for achieving excellence certificates
in the competition. Well done to all of the following students who
participated: Matilda Andersson, Marcus Bessell, Dan Chintock,
Mintie Cho, Sophia Hand, Josh Herbert, William Kuplis, Doug
McEvoy, Amy Osborn, Venus Palmer-Bock, Holly Russell, Mark
Stack, Raphael Stroecker and Vishal Verma.
Holly Russell, Amy Osborn and Josh Herbert.

This year the Physical
Science 2 class became
concerned
about
the
lack of knowledge in our
community of the chemical structure of plastic
and its characteristics. The group set about
remedying this by constructing posters illustrating
the structure of different kinds of plastic, their
uses and the time it takes for each type to break
down. Along with examples of plastic waste
and products, the posters were displayed in the
library for the duration of Science Week.

THE CHEMISTRY OF PLASTICS

Eilish Bremner-Wojtowicz, Layne Kulrich and Louie Wagner check out the
library display for Science Week.

NATIONAL CHEMISTRY COMPETITION

L to R: Mark Stack, Douglas McEvoy, William kuplis, Mylie Alexander, Dominic Winter, Venus
Palmer-Bock, Sophia Hand, Amy Wang and Marcus Bessell.

Hobart College students achieved
some great results in the Australian
National Chemistry Quiz which is
also open to international entries.
Year 12 students, Mark Stack,
achieved an Award of Excellence (top
1%), Sophia Hand and Amy Wang
achieved High Distinctions (top 10%).
Marcus Bessell, Venus Palmer-Bock
and Dominic Winter all attained
Distinctions and Mylie Alexander and
Douglas McEvoy attained Credits. In
Year 11, William Kuplis received a
Distinction.

MATHS COMPETITION

Congratulations to Marcus Rees and Mark Stack
who gained first and third places respectively in
the recent Maths Association of Tasmania problem
solving competition. This competition which is held
over several hours asks the students to solve some
challenging Mathematical problems. In determining
the eventual placegetters, not only are the final
answers marked, but also the working out and
solutions that have been used to reach the final
answer.
L to R: Mark Stack, Tracy Siedler and Marcus Rees.

CONFIRMATION OF ENROLMENT
for 2019 will take place at Hobart College

Tuesday 13 November Huonville High School 9.30am -12.00pm
Woodbridge School 11.00am -12.00pm
Dover District School 11.00am -12.00pm
Wednesday 14 November Kingston High School 9.00am -12.00pm
Thursday 15 November Taroona High School 9.00am -12.00pm
Also on Thursday 15 November:
Students from non-associated high schools
and open enrolment for prospective students

1.00pm - 3.00pm
5.00pm - 7.00pm

Enquiries: 6220 3133

Hobart College
Department of Education
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OLINDA GROOVE CONCERT

MUSIC NEWS

The College record label ran an excellent show on 18 September featuring some quality up and coming original
acts which will be releasing videos very soon. The label is still inviting artists to avail themselves of free recording
and promotion services – email: lachlan.court@education.tas.gov.au to book a session.
Congratulations also to GRU, Vivien and Sorin Vanzino who were finalists in the Tasmania Rock Challenge 2018!

UPCOMING PERFORMANCES FOR TERM 4
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20 Oct
11:45am - 12.30pm
5 Nov
5.30 - 7.00pm
30 Nov
12.00 - 2.00pm

Bandscapes @ MONA
(House Band)
Art Exhibition Stage Band
Concert @ Hobart College
House Band Tour @
Elizabeth St Mall

HOT AUGUST JAZZ

The annual festival of music that is Hot August Jazz ran across multiple restaurants and bars in the North Hobart
area on 26 August. The Hobart College House Band was invited to perform a diverse set at the Uniting Church.
Hobart College students Emma Webb, Cleo Dudgeon, Karri Aplin, Gianni Puli also secured solo slots to perform
at Fish 349.

FINAL SHOWCASE CONCERT

Jack Waller, Avon Blazely

Kip Philips and Marni Edmonds

TYO Ensemble

There was a fantastic and diverse range of musicians showcased in the concert which was a celebration of pretertiary students, classical ensembles, brass ensemble, vocal ensemble and the House Band. The exciting production
was augmented by Ben Nelan and Media Production students who provided video for the evening. Songs will be
released soon through a new YouTube channel. We’ll keep you posted on facebook.com/hobartcollegePA
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Hobart College House Band

AUSTRALIAN READING HOUR

Australian Reading Hour, held this year on 20
September, is an annual reading event held nationally
and Hobart College students and staff were
encouraged to participate for an hour, or just for
part of an hour.
During the lunch break, hot chocolate and sweet
treats were provided in the reading area of the
library so that everyone could read comfortably.
Some students and teachers read in classrooms
instead. It was also possible to read with family or
friends for an hour during the evening.
The Australian Reading Hour promotes the
importance of reading in our lives and we are already
looking forward to next year’s event.

SKI TRIP TO MT HOTHAM
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After an early 5am trip to the airport and the classic kerfuffle of students checking in, and delays in Melbourne
we got to the Arlberg Hotham to find our apartment rooms were much better than last year’s. The dinners were
consistently good and on time as were lunches at the Snowbird with some ex Hobart College students working
there.
Throughout the week the snow was perfect at around two metres depth with just enough fresh snow every night
to continue the fresh feel of a morning. Everyone enjoyed their lessons for the first three days as it was a great
way to learn new skills and see new areas of the mountain. After the ski lessons concluded everyone would go
out with their mates and shred, which was awesome. We would get back at night full of stories of how we spent
our days getting in the way of everyone (boarders only) or the skiers’ stories of how they had an awesome day
exploring the mountain and testing their skills!
Night times at the Arlburg were great with a spa, pool, and sauna to relax in after a big day and, by the end
of the week, almost everyone was there recovering. Most students would be asleep before curfew except for
the boys who were more interested in sending Bob photos of all the things they were getting up to, which Bob
appreciated, we’re sure.
The snow trip was a fantastic way for students and staff to bond and make new friends whilst accessing their
adventurous natures and allowing themselves to experience true serenity on the mountain. Everyone, beginner or
experienced, improved their skills rapidly and had a go with a smile on their face making the trip an unforgettable
experience. 						
				
Pascal Gee

WORK READINESS - $20 BOSS
It’s been a busy term at Hobart College, with thirty student enterprises trading over four weeks, selling a variety
of products and services to staff, students and local communities. Students have engaged in entrepreneurial
learning as part of a national program, $20 Boss, developed by the Foundation for Young Australians (FYA).
The enterprise projects have been diverse and varied from a community skate event to cruelty free ‘Vegan’
cupcakes, plant sales, weekly BBQs, a car wash, events and various food stalls which culminated in a very
successful Market Day for all enterprises on Thursday, 20 September. Students have worked in teams looking at
prospective markets, costing of manufacture, advertising and final business summaries. The students have been
supported by the whole school community who have provided mentoring, specialised knowledge, daily logistic
help in preparing equipment and a ready market for enterprise sales.
In groups of three to five, each student was provided with $20 of start-up money and were encouraged to
consider the positive and negative impacts of their business on society and the environment. Businesses could
decide what to do with their profits, with many donating a portion or all, to a registered charity or local cause.
Students poured over the details of their business plans and strategised how they could best reach their target
market, with most finding the launch and early sales very rewarding, motivating them to continue trading.
We commend all Work Readiness students for their enthusiasm and effort during the term and thank all staff
and family members who provided support and assistance during this immersive project. Some students have
stated they didn’t realise how easy and enjoyable they would find this experience; we hope this entrepreneurial
spirit will continue to provide confidence to be innovative and to take risks, in an ever-changing and increasingly
competitive global marketplace.
Lou Christie, Anna Smee, Rosy Keen, Sue Le Messurier and Peter Hicks - Work Readiness Teachers
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ENGLISH NEWS

HAMLET

The English Department has been out and about with
four English Literature classes attending the Blue
Cow Theatre production of Hamlet in the basement
of TMAG’s Bond Store. Students also learned more
about the rationale behind the director, Robert
Jarman’s, cuts to Shakespeare’s longest play during
a Q and A with the company after the performance.
Hopefully the production proves to be a good
‘memory jogger’ for the impending Literature exam!

LIVING IN BETWEEN
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On September 19, to support their reading of Good Muslim Boy by Australian author, Osamah Sami, English
Foundations classes were invited to share the stories of recently arrived humanitarian entrants in their performance
of ‘Living in Between’. Aided by former Hobart College teacher, Ginni Ennals, the young refugee students told their
stories of displacement and relocation to Tasmania. Hobart College students were very moved by the stories and
took the opportunity to ask further questions of the presenters in small group sessions.

DOROTHEA MACKELLAR POETRY PRIZE

Willow Culbert, 2018 winner of the Hobart College Poetry Prize (see Willow’s poem in our
last edition), was recently announced as the national runner up of the Dorothea Mackellar
Poetry Prize – Senior Secondary. This year’s judge, writer, James Roy, commented on
Willow’s poem, ‘Night Wandererers’: “This is such an evocative depiction of youth, from
the first simile through to the lovely image of friends (or perhaps lovers?) with no curfew
to worry about, just each other. This is stunning writing.” Willow was presented with her
prize of $300 and a collection of books in the Assembly held on 17 October.

YOUNG TASMANIAN WRITERS’ PRIZE

L to R: Theo Goodwolf, Lilith Cole and Ben Smith-Noble.

Congratulations to Hobart College Writing classes on
their outstanding success in this year’s Young Tasmanian
Writers’ Prize. Theo Goodwolf won first prize in the
Senior Secondary section for his story, “Your Mumma
is a Legend” and Lilith Cole was runner-up with her
piece, “Oystercatcher Point”. Congratulations, too, to
Year 11 student, Ben Smith-Noble, who was commended
for piece, “The Curious (Possibly True) Adventures of a
Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo”. The judge, novelist, Rachel
Leary, commented that Theo’s story: “is written in a clear
and confident voice that artfully portrays a friendship
founded on music and trespassing. The author portrays
warmth without sentimentality. The characters break
out and break in towards a satisfying ending that creates
their world anew.”

GEOGRAPHY

Our Geography class attended a symposium at the
Sustainability Learning Centre in August. We heard
from University of Tasmania PhD students and scientists
working in the Midlands to restore biodiversity as part
of the Island Ark Program. It was interesting to see the
range of spatial technologies being used to map and track
animal and plant species. We were shown LiDAR maps,
which are made from drone and satellite imagery to the
creation of a map of the 3D terrain around Tasmania.
These were incredibly detailed and fascinating. Another
highlight was seeing the flight tracking maps of the Wedge
Tailed Eagles around Tasmania. An engaging talk from
raptor specialist, Nick Mooney (pictured), including the
hunting techniques used by the eagles was also intriguing.
Understanding how threats such as feral animals and
anthropogenic climate change are being managed and
understood, through the use of spatial technologies and
genetic research as part of the Island Ark Program was
related closely to our course. It was great to learn about
an inspiring local program that is working to restore
biodiversity in Tasmania.
						Joey Dalco

Geography students undertook a field trip to Marchwiel
near Marion Bay to look at the work of Greening Australia
and learn about the landscape scale restoration project
they are conducting across the state. The students
participated in restoration plantings on the site and learnt
about spatial technologies like GPS devices as well as
phone-based applications.

HASS NEWS

Ancient History students examined the artefacts at the UTAS Classics
Museum for evidence to support their study of Religion, Warfare and
Women in Ancient Greece.

BUSINESS STUDIES
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Business 3 students visited the Nyrstar Zinc Works during Term 3 to
learn about the Operations, Finance and Human Resource functions
of the business and were given a guided tour of the plant to see firsthand some of the production processes.

Congratulations to Luke Bighin (pictured below left
with Dan Brooks), Business Studies 3 student, who
was shortlisted from 109 entries across Tasmania for
the Commonwealth Bank Plan Your Own Enterprise
Competition. The competition sees students
develop a business plan which includes a marketing
and finance section for a creative small business.
Luke’s idea was for a landscaping and gardening
business called Simple Scapers with the slogan “Leaf
The Work To Us”.

VISIT TO KAGAWA, JAPAN
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GOETHE COMPETITION

On Tuesday, 4 September, nine Hobart College
German students went to UTAS to take part in
the annual Goethe Competition. All students
had learned a German poem off by heart and had
to recite it to two judges. Level 2C students also
competed in a Listening Comprehension and the
3C student undertook a Conversation in German,
which is excellent preparation for the TASC end of
year examination.
Hobart College’s excellent results were as follows:
Poetry Level 2C – equal 1st prize Ulrike LoofsSamorzewski; equal 3rd prize Schaefer Marx;
Honourable mention Benjamin Willcox; Besondere
Bewertung prize (for native speakers) Silas Richter
Poetry Level 3C – 1st prize Alicia Adams-Gill
Listening Comprehension Level 2C & Grade
10 – 3rd prize Schaefer Marx; Besondere Bewertung
prize Silas Richter; Honourable mention Katy Fraser
Conversation Grades Level 3C – 2nd prize Alicia
Adams-Gill.
Prizes and honourable mentions were awarded by
the German Consul, Mr David Shelley, on the evening
of Thursday 20 September at Hobart College.		
Caroline Jackson - Teacher German 2C

L to R: Benjamin Willcox, Alicia Adams-Gill and Schaefer Marx.

On Thursday, 20 September, an excited group of three
staff and five students travelled to Takamatsu, Kagawa
Prefecture, Japan, to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the
Foundation and the 26 year relationship between Kagawa
prefecture and Hobart College. A highlight of the trip
was a dinner where many of the past staff and students
who have visited Hobart College shared stories of their
experiences and how the exchange program had helped
to shape their future careers. We were entertained
by traditional taiko drumming, Japanese dancing and
musical performances and caught up with the students
who visited us in August. Other highlights during the
week included visiting a local high school, learning about
Japanese culture and the art of furoshiki and seeing some
of the local gardens, temples and art museums.
The students all commented on the wonderful welcome
and kindess they received from their host families, with
Amara remarking: “Going to Japan was an eye-opening
experience I’ll never forget. The kindness I received from
my host family was unbelievable. I adored the food, the
culture and language. I really loved those vending machines
too! I made unforgettable memories!”

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

People often ask us what happens to our international
students once they leave Hobart College at the end of
Year 12. Some return home or go to other countries to
study, some choose tertiary courses in other Australian
states, but many stay on in Hobart at the University of
Tasmania, just like these three delightful young people
who called in to visit us recently. Rob Luo (back left)
is now in the second year of an Accounting degree,
Barry Liu, (back right) has nearly finished the first year
of Engineering and Alina Xie is studying for a degree
in Computing and Information Technology. It was very
satisfying to see how our past students have grown into
mature and independent young adults with a passion for
learning and a clear vision for a very successful future. We
wish Rob, Barry and Alina all the best for their tertiary
studies and would welcome any of our past students to
come back and see us any time they are in Hobart.

HOME GROUP HAPPENINGS

Home Group in Term 3 featured a range of activities
including the very well-attended Careers Expo that
featured a wide range of training providers and career
options including: University of Tasmania, TasTAFE,
Tasmania Police and the defence forces.
In addition, Year 11 students considered subject choices
for 2019, which included VET suitability interviews and
information sessions, and enrolment to the University of
Tasmania was available for Year 12 students considering
that pathway.
The highlights of Term 3 were the Big Quiz involving over
400 students and the College Lap.

CAREERS EXPO
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WHITE RIBBON COLLEGE LAP

The annual Hobart College Lap was run on 26 September
with the crowd of runners clad in black and white, not
necessarily to support Collingwood, but rather, the
White Ribbon Campaign against domestic violence.
Sam Field took out the event in 02:13.7 which broke the
record. Ruby Smee was the first female over the line also
in a new record time of 02.50.2. The money raised this
year will be donated to Engender Equality in support of
people affected by domestic violence.

THEATRE PERFORMANCE
Don’t miss the Theatre Performance class’ final
show for 2018 of Jo Clifford’s adaptation of Charles
Dicken’s Great Expectations directed by Rowan
Harris. The students will be examined live at the
performance on Thursday 25 October and a good
audience would be appreciated.

YEAR 12 STUDENTS
SCHOOL’S OUT FOREVER!
CELEBRATE AT THE

YEAR 12 FORMAL

ELIZABETH PIER
WED 28 NOVEMBER 6.30 - LATE
Tickets $75
available at the Main Office
All year 12s are warmly invited to the Year 12 Hobart
College Formal. The Student Leaders’ planning is well
under way to make this a fabulous opportunity for
students to get together for a final time after exams
and the last day of school.
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The cost includes a three course dinner, drinks and
DJ, payable to the main office. Dress is formal/semiformal and the event is alcohol free.

BACK TO SCHOOL 2019

Office National will be selling Back to School
textbooks and stationery at the Royal Hobart Show
Grounds, Grandstand Hall from: Monday, 7 Jan to
Wednesday, 6 Feb 2019. Internet ordering, with free
postage commences 12 December 2018 and closes 30
January 2019. More information in December mailout.

RECEIVING YOUR RESULTS
Year 11 Students
You will receive a Statement of Results, which shows the awards received for the year and information
about your progress towards the TCE.
Year 12 Students: You will receive:
- a Statement of Results (all students)
- a Qualifications Certificate (all students)
- an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) – only issued to those students eligible to receive
one
- a TCE (Tasmanian Certificate of Education) – only issued to those students eligible to receive one.
Please note that since 2016 the TCE has been required as part of the calculation of an ATAR.
Tertiary Entrance/ATAR
TASC in partnership with the University of Tasmania calculates tertiary entrance scores for students who
have completed two years (or the equivalent) of senior secondary study and have satisfactorily completed a
minimum of four TASC Level 3/4 courses with at least three being done in Year 12. These tertiary entrance
scores are converted to a nationally comparable Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) using agreed
rules and procedures. The tertiary entrance score and ATAR are used for admission to University studies.
More information on these certificates can be found at the TASC website
https://www.tasc.tas.gov.au/students/qualifications/
All students should register to receive their 2018 TASC results emailed to them prior to receiving a hardcopy in the post. Students can access this service by going to the TASC internet site to register details and
email address: https://www.tasc.tas.gov.au/about/services/release-tce-results-via-email/
Students need to register before 17 December 2018.
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FOR STUDENTS SITTING EXAMS FROM 12 - 22 NOVEMBER
The examination period for students is fast approaching. Please remember that if you have any concerns in
relation to studying for and sitting examinations you should speak with your Home Group or Subject teacher.
In addition, Student Services advisors, our Youth Worker and School Psychologists are all available to assist you
with preparation and any issues you may have in relation to the examination process.
The TASC booklet Student Guide to External Assessment 2018 is available for each student sitting an
examination. Home Group Teachers will distribute the booklet. It is highly recommended that students
and parents read the information in the booklet before exams commence, particularly in relation to medical
certificates in the event of illness.

Remember to sign and bring your pink enrolment slip to every exam – this is your
entrance to the exams. Best wishes to all students in their studies and examinations.

HOBART
COLLEGE
ART EXHIBITION
2018
You’re invited to come
and celebrate our student
achievements in visual art
7 - 9pm
Opening speech 7:30pm
Monday November 5th
Olinda Grove
Mt Nelson

WrenAnderson-DIxon
Anderson-Dixon
Wren

IMPORTANT DATES
Oct 15		
Oct 24-25
Oct 25		
Oct 26		
Oct 30		
Nov 2		
Nov 5		
Nov 5-9
Nov 7		
Nov 9		
Nov 12-22
Nov 28		
Dec 18		
Dec 21
Feb 6 		
Feb 7		

Term 4 begins
Theatre Performance class “Great Expectations”
Hobart Show Day
Normal College day for all students
Hobart College Association General Meeting - 5.30-7.00pm
International Student end of year celebration

Student Art Exhibition Opening - 7.00pm
Languages Oral Examinations
End of Year Assembly - Year 12 Farewell
Final day of classes
Written Examinations
Year 12 Formal
Results available by email
Hobart College office closes
Year 11 students commence
Classes for all students commence

HOBART COLLEGE Olinda Grove MOUNT NELSON Tasmania 7007
GPO Box 1188 HOBART Tasmania 7001
Telephone (03) 6220 3133
Facsimile (03) 6220 3140
Email: hobart.college@education.tas.gov.au
Website: http://hobartcollege.education.tas.edu.au

